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We have investigated the spatial pattern of epithelial cell cycling in a mutant strain of Hydra magnipapillata (sf-1). 
This strain has temperature sensitive interstitial stem cells and thus polyps containing only cpithelial cells can be 
obtained by growth at the restrictive temperature. Epithelial animals were pulse labeled with the thymidine analog 
5’-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (Brdu) and stained with anti-Brdu antibody to visualize S phase cells. Our results indicate that 
Brdu-labeled cells are broadly and fairly evenly distributed along the body column. Feeding stimulates a rapid decrease 
and then an increase in labeled cells in gastric tissue; labeled cells in the head are not affected. Starvation leads to a 
twofold decrease in labeled cells in the gastric region; the density of labeled cells in head tissue remains similar to that in 
well-fed animals. During bud formation the number of labeled epithelial cells increases significantly in the evaginating 
bud. During head regeneration the number of labeled cells declines sharply during the first 12 hr and then increases to a 
density typical of head tissue by 24-36 hr of regeneration. The results indicate the release of signals by feeding and 
regeneration which inhibit mitosis. By contrast head tissue and developing buds express signals stimulating mitosis. 
Thus changes in epithelial cell cycling in hydra are closely correlated with morphogenetic events as well as with feeding 
StimUli. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

In many organisms cell proliferation plays an impor- 
tant role in morphogenesis (Summerbell et al., 19’73; 
French, 1984; Bryant and Simpson, 1984; Wolpert and 
Stein, 1984). By contrast morphogenesis in hydra has 
been generally assumed to occur without major changes 
in cell proliferation (Gierer, 1977; Graf and Gierer, 1980; 
Bode and Bode, 1984). For example, it has been shown 
that cell epithelia can evaginate while showing no dif- 
ferences in cell proliferation compared to nonevaginat- 
ing tissue (Campbell, 1967a; Clarkson and Wolpert, 
1967) and that evagination can proceed even in the ab- 
sence of cell proliferation (Diehl and Burnett, 1965; 
Webster and Hamilton, 1972). In the older literature, 
however, there are reports that cell mitoses are more 
numerous in the subhypostomal region, which was 
taken as evidence for a “growth zone” (Burnett, 1966). 

We have reinvestigated epithelial cell proliferation in 
hydra using a new technique for visualizing S phase 
cells labeled with Brdu in whole mounts (Plickert and 
Kroiher, 1988). Brdu (5’-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine) is a thy- 
midine analog which is incorporated into DNA during S 
phase and which can be visualized with a specific mono- 
clonal antibody (Anti-Brdu) (Gratzner, 1982; Dolbeare 
et ab, 1983). Since the hydra cell cycle lacks Gl (after 
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mitosis the daughter cells directly enter S phase; David 
and Campbell, 1972; Campbell and David, 1974), the pat- 
tern of Brdu-labeled cells reflects the pattern of mitoses 
integrated over the length of an S phase (i.e., 12 hr; Da- 
vid and Campbell, 1972). 

Our results indicate that the distribution of S phase 
cells in epithelial hydra is not uniform along the animal. 
They also indicate that feeding, head regeneration, and 
bud formation can all lead to rapid and significant 
changes in cycling behavior. The results suggest the ex- 
istence of endogenous signals, which are released by 
feeding and by morphogenetic events and which either 
stimulate or inhibit epithelial cell cycling. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains and culture conditions. A mutant strain of Hy- 
dra magnipapillata, sf-1 (self feeder 1) was used in this 
study (Sugiyama and Fujisawa, 1977). This strain has 
temperature sensitive interstitial cells: animals cul- 
tured at 18°C contain normal levels of interstitial cells, 
animals cultured at 25°C lose their interstitial cells 
within 24-48 hr (Marcum et al, 1980). Large budless ani- 
mals were used for all experiments except experiments 
involving bud formation. Experimental animals were 
fed daily with freshly hatched brine shrimp nauplii and 
cultured in M solution (Sugiyama and Fujisawa, 1977) at 
18°C. All experiments were carried out in a constant 
temperature room at 18 + 0.5”C. 

DeJinition of body regions. Head refers to hypostome, 
tentacle base, and subhypostomal region (distal i of 
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body column), where tentacle tissue is initially formed 
(Hobmayer et al., 1990a,b). Gastric region refers to en- 
tire body column excluding head and peduncle; it in- 
cludes the presumptive budding region in animals lack- 
ing developing buds; in animals with buds, buds were 
excised and analyzed separately. Peduncle refers to tis- 
sue below the budding region, including the basal disc. 

Identification of cell types by maceration. The cell 
composition and cell number in hydra tissue were deter- 
mined in macerated cell preparations (David, 1973). For 
the experiments reported here lo-20 animals were used 
per sample and 500-1000 cells were counted in each 
sample. 

Elimination of interstitial cells. To eliminate intersti- 
tial cells sf-1 animals were cultured at 24°C. Within 24 
hr after the temperature increase, nearly all S phase 
interstitial cells were eliminated (Marcum et al., 1980). 
Nerve cells, nematocytes, and gland cells also decreased 
in number over several days in heat-treated sf-1 ani- 
mals (Marcum et al., 1980). Due to the loss of nerve cells 
and nematocytes animals become unable to eat by 
themselves about 10 days after heat treatment. The ex- 
periments reported here were carried out between 3 and 
5 days after the elimination of interstitial cells; all ani- 
mals used for the experiments had normal feeding be- 
havior. 

Labeling with Brdu. Hydra were labeled with the thy- 
midine analog 5’-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (Brdu, Sigma) 
by incubating in a 5 mM Brdu solution; regenerating 
animals and buds were labeled by injecting Brdu (5 mM) 
into the gastric cavity using a polyethylene needle (Da- 
vid and Campbell, 1972). One hour after labeling, ani- 
mals were either processed for whole mount prepara- 
tions or macerated for cell preparations on gelatin 
coated slides (David, 1973). For whole mount prepara- 
tions the animals were anesthesized in 2% urethane 
(Serva) in M solution (max 1 min); the relaxed and elon- 
gated hydra were fixed with 75% ethanol (12 hr). 

Immunocytochemical localization of Brdu. The incor- 
porated Brdu was localized with a specific monoclonal 
antibody “Anti-Brdu” (Gratzner, 1982). Fixed animals 
were washed with PBS (3 x 20 min), heated in a water 
bath (SO’C) for at least 30 min, exposed to 2 N HCl (30 
min), rinsed with PBS (3 X 20 min), and incubated with 
the monoclonal antibody Anti-Brdu (Be&on-Dickinson; 
diluted 1:20 with PBS containing 0.1% Tween 20 and 1% 
BSA). The binding of the monoclonal antibody to the 
DNA was visualized either with an anti-mouse-IgG- 
FITC (Tago, California; 1:50 in PBS, 1% BSA, 0.02% 
azide) or with an anti-mouse-IgG-alkaline phosphatase 
(AP) complex (Promega; 1:7500 in TBST); for the alka- 
line phosphatase reaction animals were incubated in a 
AP substrate solution of 66 ~1 nitro blue tetrazolium 

(NBT, Sigma) (50 mg in 1 ml 70% dimethylformamide) 
and 33 ~1 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate p-tolu- 
idine salt (BCIP, Sigma) (50 mg in 1 ml 100% dimethyl- 
formamid) diluted in 10 ml AP buffer (100 mMTris, pH 
9.7; 100 mMNaC1; 5 mMMgC1.J for 5-10 min. The proce- 
dure for macerated cell preparations was identical, ex- 
cept that there was no heat treatment prior to denatur- 
ation with HCL. 

Microscopy. Whole mounts and macerated cells were 
observed with a Leitz Dialux 20 microscope equipped 
with epifluorescence attachment and filterblock 12 (BP 
450-490 nm, RKP 510, LP 515 nm). For documentation 
by camera lucida drawings and photography the follow- 
ing lenses (Leitz) were used: NPL Fluotar 6.310.15, NPL 
Fluotar lo/O.45 oil phaco, NPL Fluotar 2510.75 oil phaco, 
NPL Fluotar 40/1.30 oil phaco, and NPL Fluotar lOO/ 
1.32 oil phaco. Fluorescence photography was per- 
formed with Kodak T-Max 400 film; photography of AP 
specimens was performed using a green filter and Agfa- 
Ortho 25 film developed in Kodak Technical Pan devel- 
oper. 

RESULTS 

Brdu Labeling Pattern in Epithelial Polyps 

To analyze the labeling pattern of epithelial cells, sf-1 
polyps were heat treated to eliminate interstitial cells 
(see Materials and Methods). Treated polyps (24 hr after 
last feeding) were pulse labeled with Brdu and labeled 
epithelial cells were identified by staining with anti 
Brdu antibody (Fig. 1). 

Because hydra cells do not have a Gl phase, the imme- 
diate product of mitosis is a pair of daughter cells in S 
phase. Such pairs of daughter cells were clearly detect- 
able in the gastric region of Brdu-labeled hydra. Even 
when the density of dividing cells was high, it was 
usually possible to identify daughter cell pairs because 
of the identical extent of Brdu incorporation in both 
cells of a pair (Fig. 2). 

Brdu-labeled cells were distributed fairly evenly over 
the entire body column. The density of labeled cells was 
similar in the head and in the gastric region; it was 
slightly lower in the peduncle (Fig. 1). This visual im- 
pression was confirmed by quantitative measurements 
of the labeling index in macerated cell preparations. The 
labeling index was 0.17 in the head and 0.15 in the gas- 
tric region (see Fig. 4); the labeling index of cells in the 
peduncle was, however, only 0.07. 

Tentacles and basal disk contained no labeled epithe- 
lial cells. Cells in both regions are arrested in G2 and 
terminally differentiated to battery cells or basal disk 
mucous cells (Dubel et al., 1987). In some polyps the 
border between labeled and unlabeled cells at the base 
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FIG. 1. Micrograph of the Brdu staining pattern in epithelial polyps of Hydra magnipa@lata (sf-1). Animals were pulse labeled with Brdu, 
ethanol fixed, and processed for Brdu visualization using indirect immunofluorescence; bar indicates 400 pm. 

of tentacles formed a relatively sharp ring (Fig. 1). Cam- tocytes. The border between peduncle and pedal disc was 
era lucida drawings showed that labeled S phase cells at also marked in some animals by a sharp ring of labeled 
the base of the tentacles were essentially free of nema- cells (Fig. l), comparable to the ring at the site of tenta- 
tocytes. More distally located G2 cells contained nema- cle insertion in the head region. 
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FIG. 2. Micrograph of three Brdu-labeled daughter cell pairs in the 
lower gastric region of an epithelial polyp. Animals were pulse labeled 
with Brdu and the incorporation of Brdu was visualized in whole 
mounts by indirect immunofluorescence (FITC). Bar indicates 10 pm. 

Diurnal Fluctuations in Spatial Pattern of Labeled 
Epithelial Cells in Daily Fed Animals 

Feeding induces partial synchrony in the epithelial 
cell population of hydra (Campbell, 1967b; David and 
Campbell, 1972). Analysis of the labeling index by the 
Brdu whole mount technique indicated that changes in 
the labeling index occurred primarily in the gastric re- 
gion and not in the head and lower peduncle (Figs. 3A 
and 3B). Six hours after feeding the gastric region was 
essentially free of S phase epithelial cells (Fig. 3B); 12- 
18 hr after feeding Brdu-labeled cells were distributed 
homogeneously over the entire gastric region (Fig. 3C). 
By comparison, the number of S phase cells in the head 
and lower peduncle did not change significantly after 
feeding (Figs. 3A-C). This was confirmed in macerated 
cell preparations which demonstrated a constant label- 
ing index of 0.17 in the head region at all times after 
feeding (Fig. 4A). By comparison, the labeling index in 
the gastric region in the same animals decreased to 0.08 
shortly after feeding and then increased sharply to 0.20 
by 12 hr after feeding (Fig. 4B). 

Previous work has shown that epithelial cells in 
starved animals continue cycling but with a 1.52-fold 
longer cycle time (Bosch and David, 1984). When &day 
starved polyps were labeled with Brdu the labeling in- 

dex of the head region was not markedly different from 
that in daily fed animals (Fig. 4A). By comparison, the 
labeling index in the gastric region decreased from an 
average value of 0.15 in well-fed polyps to a value of 0.09 
in starved polyps (Fig. 4B), consistent with the longer 
cell cycle in these animals. The micrograph in Fig. 5 
illustrates that labeled cells in starved polyps form a 
gradient with the highest concentration of labeled cells 
in the head. 

Epithelial Cell Cycling during Bud Formatirm 

We investigated the Brdu labeling pattern during bud 
formation by pulse-labeling polyps with buds at various 
stages of development. Polyps were selected from a 
daily fed culture using the bud stage classification of 
Otto and Campbell (1977a). The earliest stage of bud 
formation (stage 3) was characterized by a noticeably 
increased level of Brdu-labeled epithelial cells (Fig. 6A). 
This increase in labeled cells became more pronounced 
at stage 4 when the bud had elongated. In stage 5 buds 
the distal region of the bud exhibited a higher density of 
Brdu cells than the rest of the bud (Fig. 6B). In the fol- 
lowing stage 6, the first tentacle rudiments develop in 
this region (Fig. 6C). At stage 7 the base of the bud 
adjacent to the parent became slightly constricted (Fig. 
6D) and a ring of tightly packed Brdu-labeled cells ap- 
peared in this region at stage 8 (Fig. 6E). This increase 
of labeled cells preceded formation of the basal disc, 
which became visible as a translucent zone at stage 9. 

FIG. 3. Changes in the pattern of epithelial cell proliferation after a 
feeding stimulus. Polyps were pulse labeled 0 (A), 6 (B) and 12 hr (C) 
after feeding, processed for Brdu localization with FITC, and represen- 
tative animals were documented by camera lucida drawings (stages at 
the same magnification). 
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FIG. 4. Fluctuation of the labeling index after a feeding stimulus in 
head (A) and gastric tissue (B). After feeding polyps were pulse la- 
beled with Brdu at the times indicated and the fraction of labeled cells 
was determined by indirect immunocytochemistry on macerated cell 
preparations of the isolated head (A), upper gastric region (o), and 
lower gastric region (m). 

During all stages of bud formation the gastric region 
of the developing bud appeared to have a higher density 
of labeled cells than the gastric region of the parent. To 
measure this change quantitatively we determined the 
labeling index of epithelial cells in macerates of develop- 
ing buds and in the surrounding gastric tissue. Figure 
7A demonstrates that the labeling index increased 
sharply from 0.17 to 0.27 within the first 10 hr of bud 
formation (i.e., stage 4). By comparison, the labeling in- 
dex of epithelial cells in the surrounding gastric tissue 
was 0.17. The labeling index remained high in all bud 
stages although it decreased slowly to 0.23 by stage 9. 

To follow the size increase in developing buds quanti- 
tatively we determined the total number of epithelial 
cells in buds at various stages. Figure 7B shows that the 
number of epithelial cells increased rapidly from 1000 to 
5000 within the first 10 hr (stage 4) and then more 
slowly from 5000 to 10,000 between 10 and 70 hr of bud tochemistry; bar indicates 400 pm 

FIG. 5. Brdu labeling pattern of a starved epithelial polyp of Hydra 
magnipapillata (sf-1). The animal was pulse labeled with Brdu, eth- 
anol fixed, and processed for Brdu visualization by indirect immunocy- 
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FIG. 6. Micrographs of the pattern of epithelial cell proliferation during bud formation. Polyps at various stages of bud formation were pulse 
labeled with Brdu and processed for indirect immunocytochemistry. (A) Bud stages 3-4, (B) bud stage 5, (C) bud stage 6, (D) bud stage 7, (E) bud 
stages 8-9. Classification of bud stages is according to Otto and Campbell (1977a). Bar indicates 250 pm. 

formation. The rapid increase in cell number is due pri- 
marily to movement of parental tissue into the bud 
while the slow increase is due to proliferation of epithe- 
lial cells in the developing bud (see Discussion). 

Epithelial Cell Cycling during Head Regeneration 

The pattern of Brdu labeling during head regenera- 
tion was analyzed by removal of the head region at 60- 
70% body length (head = 100%) and pulse labeling the 
regenerates with Brdu at various times after head re- 
moval. Figure 8A demonstrates that the labeling index 
of epithelial cells decreased from 0.16 to 0.07 in the re- 
generating tip (distal 20% of regenerate) within 12 hr 
after head removal and increased again at 18 hr, reach- 
ing a value of 0.22 at 30 hr. By comparison, the labeling 
index in the lower gastric region changed only slightly 
during the first 12 hr of regeneration and was not mark- 
edly different from the labeling index in the gastric re- 
gion of nonregenerating control animals (Fig. 8B). 

Whole mount preparations of Brdu labeled regener- 
ates illustrated dramatic changes in the spatial pattern 

of cycling cells during regeneration (Fig. 9). Twelve 
hours after head removal the regenerating tip was com- 
pletely free of S phase cells creating the visual impres- 
sion of an “empty zone” (Fig. 9). By 30 hr after head 
removal the pattern of labeling had completely changed: 
the regenerating tip was now more strongly labeled 
than the gastric tissue (Fig. 9). This increase in the num- 
ber of S phase cells occurred 18-20 hr before the first 
tentacle rudiments appeared. 

To follow the kinetics of this change in the labeling 
pattern we also scored the fraction of regenerates dis- 
playing an “empty” (Fig. 10A) or a “full” zone (Fig. 10B) 
at regenerating tips. The fraction of animals with 
“empty” tips began to increase at 6 hr after head re- 
moval and reached a maximum of 100% at 12 hr (Fig. 
11A). The first animals with an increased density of S 
phase cells in the regenerating tip appeared at 20 hr 
after head removal; by 40 hr after head removal 100% of 
the regenerates had a higher density of labeled cells in 
the regenerating tip (Fig. 11B). There is some overlap of 
the two curves between 20 and 30 hr after head removal 
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FIG. 7. Changes in the labeling index (A) and increase in total num- 
ber of epithelial cells (B) during bud formation. The timing of bud 
stages 3,5,6,7,8, and 10 is indicated by arrows (B). Bud stages 3,5,6,7, 
and 8 were redrawn from Otto and Campbell (1977a). Twenty polyps 
at each stage of bud formation were pulse labeled with Brdu, thereaf- 
ter the young bud (0) and the surrounding gastric tissue (D) were 
isolated and the fraction of labeled cells was determined by indirect 
immunocytochemistry of macerated cells (A); in the same experiment 
the total number of epithelial cells in the bud was counted (B). 

probably resulting from differences in the regeneration 
time of individual animals. 

The first animals with newly differentiated tentacles 
appeared at 36 hr after head removal; by 60 hr after 
head removal 100% of the regenerates had differen- 
tiated tentacles (Fig. 11B). 

DISCUSSION 

Pattern of Epithelial Cell Cycling 

Use of the Brdu labeling technique has permitted the 
observation of spatial patterns of cycling cells in large 

numbers of hydra with a resolution which could not 
heretofore be achieved. Two results were striking: First, 
there is a spatial pattern of cell populations with differ- 
ent cell cycle behavior in hydra polyps. Second, the spa- 
tial pattern is correlated with morphogenesis and ap- 
pears to be controlled by morphogenetic signals in- 
volved in head and foot formation. 

The pattern is not easy to see in well-fed animals since 
the cycling behavior of epithelial cells is strongly af- 
fected by feeding. Nevertheless, it could be visualized 
when animals were examined at specific times after 
feeding. Figure 3 shows that 6 hr after feeding very few 
S phase cells were present in the gastric region, whereas 
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FIG. 8. Fluctuation of the labeling index during head regeneration. 
Polyps were cut at 60-70’% body length and pulse labeled with Brdu 
after head removal at the times indicated. Tissue of the regenerating 
tip (distal $ of the regenerating animal) (A) and the lower gastric 
region (B) was isolated and the labeling index was determined on 
macerated cells by indirect immunocytochemistry. The dotted line in 
(B) represents the calculated regression line. 
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FIG. 9, Changes in the pattern of epithelial cell cycling during head 
regeneration. Polyps were cut at 60-70s body length (arrow), pulse 
labeled with Brdu at the times indicated, and processed for Brdu visu- 
alization by indirect immunofluorescence (camera lucida drawings of 
representative regenerates, all stages at the same magnification). 

by 12-18 hr numerous S phase cells were present. Epithe- 
lial cells in the hypostome and subhypostomal region 
did not exhibit this response to feeding, since a roughly 
constant number of S phase cells was present at all 
times in the feeding cycle (Figs. 1, 3, and 4A). Despite 
this partially synchronized cycling behavior in animals 
fed once a day, the average cell cycles of cells in head and 
gastric tissue were not very different. Assuming an S 
phase length of 12 hr in well-fed hydra (David and 
Campbell, 1972), the labeling indices in the head (0.17) 
and gastric region (0.15 average) correspond to cell cycle 
lengths of 4 and 4.4 days, in good agreement with direct 

FIG. 10. Micrographs illustrating the pattern of epithelial cell prolif- 
eration during head regeneration at 12 hr (A) and at 36 hr (B) after 
head removal. Polyps were cut at 60-70s body length pulse labeled 
with Brdu at 12 and 36 hr, respectively, and processed for Brdu visual- 
ization by indirect immunocytochemistry. Bar indicates 250 Frn. 
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FIG. 11. Changes in the density of S phase epithelial cells in regener- 
ating head tissue. (A) fraction of regenerates displaying an “empty 
tip” (decreased density of S phase cells) (o), (B) fraction of regener- 
ates displaying an full tip (increased density of S phase cells) (m), and 
fraction of regenerates with regenerated tentacles (+). Each value 
represents the average of 30-40 regenerating animals. 

determinations in H. vulgaris (David and Campbell, 
1972; Bosch and David, 1984). 

The spatial pattern of Brdu-labeled cells became more 
striking in starved animals. While the number of la- 
beled cells in head tissue remained similar to that in 
normal animals, the number in the gastric region de- 
creased about twofold (Figs. 4 and 5). Assuming an S 
phase of 12 hr similar to that of well-fed animals, then 
the calculated cell cycle length is 4 days in head tissue 
and about 8.5 days in gastric tissue. The latter estimate 
agrees roughly with previous estimates of 7 days (Bosch 
and David, 1984) and 13 days (Otto and Campbell, 197713) 
for the cell cycle in starved animals. If S phase durations 
of 30-40 hr are assumed (Hermann and Berking, 1987), 
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then the calculated cell cycle becomes 20-30 days which 
is much longer than the previous observations. 

A striking feature of the present results is the bipha- 
sic increase in cell number in developing buds. The ini- 
tial increase in cell number corresponds to a doubling 
time of 3-5 hr and is so rapid that it can not be simply 
explained by cell proliferation. Rather, it represents the 
morphogenetic transfer of parental tissue from the 
body column into the developing bud (Otto and Camp- 
bell, 1977a; Graf and Gierer, 1980). The subsequent in- 
crease in epithelial cell number has a doubling time of 
55-60 hr (Fig. 7B). Epithelial cells in buds have a label- 
ing index of about 0.27 (Fig. 7A) which corresponds to a 
cell cycle length of 57 hr assuming a 12-hr S phase (Da- 
vid and Campbell, 1972). Since this estimate is similar to 
the observed doubling time, it appears that the second 
phase of bud formation is dominated by cell prolifera- 
tion and not by further cell displacement from the body 
column. 

The present results resolve an old controversy con- 
cerning the pattern of tissue growth in hydra. McCon- 
nell (1932,1933) and Campbell (1965,1967a,b) observed a 
roughly uniform distribution of epithelial mitoses along 
the body column of well-fed animals. By comparison, 
Burnett (1961), Burnett and Garofalo (1959), and Corff 
(1971) observed a pattern in which epithelial cell mi- 
toses were more numerous in the distal half of the gas- 
tric region. The results reported here indicate that both 
results can be obtained depending on the timing and 
feeding state of polyps. It should be emphasized, how- 
ever, that the cell cycle does not differ greatly between 
cells in the head and gastric regions and hence, as 
pointed out by Campbell (1967a,b), the distal body col- 
umn can not be regarded as a “growth zone.” 

Signals Afleeting Cell Cycle Regulation 

The epithelial cell cycle in hydra has been shown to 
lack Gl and to have a long and variable G2 (David and 
Campbell, 1972). The present results on Brdu labeling 
confirm these observations. Labeled cells occurred as 
identically labeled pairs (Figs. 1 and 2), indicative of 
identical position in S phase and in agreement with a 
rapid and highly synchronous progression of both 
daughter cells from mitosis into S phase. 

The variable G2 provides a potential target for signals 
regulating epithelial cell cycling in hydra. Feeding is 
one such signal. Herrman and Berking (1987) have 
shown that feeding immediately and transiently in- 
hibits mitosis. The rapid decrease in S phase cells follow- 
ing feeding in Fig. 4 is presumably due to this inhibitory 
effect. This transient inhibition appears to be the event 

which synchronizes cell cycling in the gastric region; 
release of the inhibition then leads to a peak of mitoses 
12 hr after feeding. Since cells in the head are not af- 
fected by feeding, cycling of these cells must be driven 
by endogenous signals associated with head tissue (see 
below). 

Head regeneration also causes release of signals in- 
hibiting epithelial cell mitosis (Figs. 8,9; see also Park et 
al., 1970, Berking, 1974). Release of the inhibitory sig- 
nals is local and transient since only cells at the regen- 
erating tip are affected and only for the first 12 hr of 
regeneration. Thereafter mitosis resumes. 

Whether the resumption of mitosis following inhibi- 
tion by feeding and inhibition by regeneration is due to 
decay of the inhibitory effect or to release of a stimula- 
tory signal is not clear. Postulating a stimulatory sig- 
nal, however, is not necessary since the increased num- 
ber of labeled cells following inhibition is roughly equal 
to the number of cells which failed to divide during the 
period of inhibition. Other aspects of our results do, how- 
ever, suggest the existence of stimulatory signals driv- 
ing cells through mitosis. In starved animals more la- 
beled cells are present in the head than in the gastric 
region, indicative of head-specific signals which stimu- 
late mitosis (Figs. 4 and 5). The increased density of 
labeled cells in developing buds (Figs. 6 and 7) compared 
to parental tissue is also indicative of localized signals 
stimulating mitosis. 

Factors which stimulate or inhibit mitosis and thus 
affect G2 length in hydra have been described. Berking 
(1974,1977; Herrmann and Berking, 1987) has described 
a factor, inhibitor I, which blocks mitosis of epithelial 
cells. Treatment of hydra with the factor inhibits mito- 
sis almost immediately, indicating that the factor acts 
late in G2 phase. Removal of the inhibitor leads to a 
quick resumption of mitotic activity. This factor could 
well be the signal mediating the inhibitory effects of 
feeding and regeneration on epithelial cell cycling. 

Schaller (1976, 1977; Schaller et al., 1990) has shown 
that treatment of hydra with low concentrations of a 
neuropeptide, the head activator, stimulates mitosis in 
epithelial cells. Stimulation occurs 6-9 hr after the on- 
set of treatment, indicating that the sensitive phase of 
the cycle is in G2. Local release of this factor in the head 
region and in developing buds could lead to the in- 
creased level of S phase cells in these regions. 
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